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Part Two: Completion
Instructions:  Provide the word or words to complete the following statements.
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Part Three: Short Answer
Instructions: Provide information to answer the following question.

1

Wrap rodents in a                        to avoid painful bites. 

The best tool for calming and restraining birds is                      . 

Some animals are susceptible to                      if handled improperly.

                         birds have heavy bills and strong jaws.

To avoid damage to the skin and blood vessels, never lift                by the ears. 

Hold animals by the neck and the                        to avoid injury. 

Explain the proper way to restrain a mouse.

Test
Restraining Rodents, Rabbits and other Exotic Animals

Instructions : Match the term with the correct response. Write and the letter of the term by the definition.

Flightless Birds

spoil, deform, change appearance

Small, long tailed, sead eating parrot 

toxic fluid transmitted by a sting or a bite. 

Psittacine

disfigure

Ratities

Budgerigars

Venemous

Of or relating to parrots
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Part Two: Completion
Instructions:  Provide the word or words to complete the following statements.
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Part Three: Short Answer
Instructions: Provide information to answer the following question.

1

Hold animals by the neck and the   RUMP/BOTTOM                   to avoid injury. 

Wrap rodents in a  TOWEL                  to avoid painful bites. 

using one hand, hold the animals back and tail in the palm of your hand

using two hands, hold the base of the tail and grasp the back of the neck with the other 

Explain the proper way to restrain a mouse.

To avoid damage to the skin and blood vessels, never lift   RABBITS       by the ears. 

disfigure Budgerigars

Flightless Birds

Of or relating to parrots

spoil, deform, change appearance

Small, long tailed, sead eating parrot 

toxic fluid transmitted by a sting or a bite. 

Some animals are susceptible to   SHOCK          if handled improperly.

PSITTACINE        birds have heavy bills and strong jaws.

The best tool for calming and restraining birds is   DARKNESS                   . 

Test
Restraining Rodents, Rabbits and other Exotic Animals

Instructions : Match the term with the correct response. Write and the letter of the term by the definition.

Psittacine Ratities Venemous


